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\textit{Introduction}

During the past years intensive studies have been performed to develop the objective registration of the movements of the vocal chords (Titze and Strong, 1975; Sondhi, 1975). Fahre (1957), Michel (1967), Holm (1970), Reinsch and Gobsch (1972), Fourchin (1974), Pedersen and Boberg (1973), and Pedersen (1974) have performed studies with electroglottography. Kitamura et al. (1967), Hertz et al. (1970) and many others tried to describe the ultrasonic recordings of vocal fold vibrations. Among others, Sonesson (1960) and Kitzing and Sonesson (1974) described coefficients for the photoelectric picture of the movements of the vocal chords.

Köster and Smith (1970) concluded that electroglottography is a most relevant method to describe the phases of the vocal chord in the chest register. Michel et al. (1970) have compared the opening and the closing phases of the vocal chord in electroglottography with high-speech films. Fourchin (1974) compared the electroglottography with photos of stroboscopic movements and discussed the problems of using this method in a clinical setting. Lecluse et al. (1975) tested the glottographs on excised human larynxes and found correspondence between glottograms and the movements of the vocal chords.
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The intention of this work was an objective registration of the stroboscopic examination (Schönhärl, 1960). The evaluation of the glottographic curve is difficult. In this study, the electroglottographic curves were used only for registration of the stroboscopic picture, and marking of the phases was done with a photocell. It was then possible to plot the variations in the curves. Measurement of coefficients for opening and closing phases was possible in those cases where the glottographic curve could not be used alone to define these coefficients. Thereafter, quantitative measurements of hyper- and hypofunctional diseases (Wendler et al., 1973) as well as organic disorders of the vocal chords should be possible.

**Method**

The examination was carried out with a glottograph (FJ Electronics, type 830), a stroboscope (Thiemcke, type KS 3), a sound level meter (Brüel & Kjær, type 2205), and an oscilloscope with polaroid camera. A photocell attached to a larynx mirror was connected to the oscilloscope (fig. 1).
Fig. 2. Point I is the maximum opening phase and point II is the maximum closing phase in the stroboscope, marked on the electroglottography. III and IV are the changes from the plateau to the slope on the glottographic curves. Various quotients are defined (see text).

At first, pictures were made with different time scales to record suitable electroglottographic curves when received from the electrodes on the throat during intonation. The picture on the oscilloscope was shown as sweeps with appropriate amplitude. Hereafter, the intensity of the sound pressure in front of the throat was measured in relation to the background noise. The examination was carried out in a standard examination room of the ENT department with a background noise of 38–42 dB. When the stroboscope was in use, the background noise was around 50 dB. During stroboscopy the light glimpses form the photocell were shown in the maximum closing phase. The Thiemcke stroboscope emitted a suitable light for fixation of the phase in the larynx mirror. The mirror with a photocell marked the maximum closing phase on the glottography. After having photographed the closing phase, the examination was repeated with the maximum opening phase.

Figure 2 shows the maximum opening (point I) and closing (point II) phases. Points III and IV are the changes from the plateau to the slope of the glottographic curves.

The time from point III to point II is called 'a'. 'b' is the whole closing phase. 'c' is the time from point II to point IV. 'e' is the whole cycle. 'd' is the whole opening phase, and 'b' and 'd' correspond to the stroboscopic findings. 'f' is the closing phase described by the inverse tangent of the slope.
Fig. 3–5. Examples of the variation of the glottographic curves in persons with normal stroboscopy. The markings of the stroboscopic picture for maximum opened and closed phases are seen.
Mean values and deviations for the coefficients have been calculated: A (= a/e), B (= a/b), C (= c/e), and D (= c/d). Calculations have also been computed for the mean values of the whole closing phase (b), the opening phase (d), and 't'.

All values and coefficients have been calculated for every person. Mean values and mean coefficients were calculated from these averaged values. The correlation calculations were obtained from the co-variance matrix correlation coefficient analysis.

Material

The subjects consisted of 20 employees of the hospital, 14 females and 6 males. They were used to evaluate the glottographic curve in relation to the stroboscopic picture. The subjects had never suffered from voice problems. The function of the voice was normal with respect to the stroboscopic picture. The intensity was around 68–72 dB. The respiration was abdominal or mixed abdominal/costal in all persons. The frequency of speech was 200–220 Hz for women and 100–110 Hz for men.

The persons intonated an 'a' sound with their usual basic frequency. 'a' was used because it is the most commonly used vocal in examinations with a larynx mirror.

Results

No differences were seen between the curves for men and women. The examination was very simple and did not give technical problems, although an average of half of the persons became tired from the long duration of the laryngoscopy.

The movements of the vocal chords in normal persons gave variations from person to person in the glottographic curves. Figures 3–5 show examples of the variations. After marking of the closing phase, 70% showed a maximum point in the bottom of the curve of the closing phase. The maximum closing phase was constant over the duration of the half-hour examination.

To evaluate the clinical use, a statistical analysis was performed among the different glottographic coefficients to find uniform data. The results of the analysis for mean values and deviations are seen in figure 6. The coefficients A and C had the smallest variations, with deviations for A and C in the 95% confidence limits of 2.9–18.1% and 18.7–48.9%, respectively.

For the remaining coefficients, deviations from mean values were approximately 50%. This was also the case for the calculation of the closing phase defined by the inverse tangent of the slope. No correlation was found between the different coefficients calculated by comparing all values.
Fig. 6. Result of the analysis for mean values and deviations of the opening and closing phases, and coefficients (fig. 2). Variations of the closing phases and of the opening phases in relation to the whole cycle (= A and C) were smaller than those of the other values.

**Discussion**

The problems concerning electroglottography concentrate on the apparatus, evaluation of the curves, and the possible practical use.

The use of the glottograph is not so difficult in the practical clinic. We are currently constructing a foot pedal so that the photographs of the maximum opening and closing phases can be performed more quickly.
Measurement of the AC-coupling distorts the curve so that the closing phase is less well defined. If the maximum opening and closing phases are marked stroboscopically, no distortion is calculated in the time of the described coefficients. It is possible with glottography to use DC-coupling although the curve cannot yet be stabilized on the oscilloscope.

Glottography has not been used in the clinical work for quantitative evaluation of voice disorders due to the lack of certainty when describing the phases. Sonesson (1960) and Reinsch and Gobsch (1972) have divided the curves in a way that cannot be utilized for evaluation of pathologic voices or of normal voices in which the voice parameters were not optimal. When the curves are seen in relation to the stroboscopic examination, evaluation of the relationship and duration of the phases can be performed with greater certainty.

Beach and Kelsey (1968) and Holmer et al. (1973) have encountered difficulties with the use of glottography, probably because of the complex movement pattern of the vibrating vocal folds. Large deviations were found between the phases of the curve in our study, but the quantitative descriptions in normal persons are still regarded as a progressive step. It is now possible to evaluate pathologic voices quantitatively from a normal material. Patients with organic voice disorders, i.e., tumors, seem to be outside the normal ranges. Functional voice disorders lie in the borderline, but quantitative calculations must be made for the various disorders together with a quantitative division in the variations of the phases.

It is, of course, expected that a logopedic treatment changes a glottographic curve of the patient towards an optimum for the different phases. Measurements are therefore desired on singers for the duration and variation of the phases. Other persons with optimal voices could also be used. It is our impression that a simultaneous quantitative acoustical analysis of the voice also could be helpful for determining the borderline cases of normal and/or optimal voice.

Summary

A marking of the stroboscopic picture on electroglottographic curves was performed on 20 normal persons. The maximum opening and closing phase was marked by a photocell on the glottographic curve, the photocell following the glimpses from the stroboscope. The duration of the opening and closing phases were calculated together with the slopes of the opening and closing phases. The closed phase, defined by the inverse tangent of the slope, was also measured. The calculations were computed, and no correlation was found between the durations of the phases. The variations in the material were very large. In order to
calculate the phases with greater accuracy, an examination on singers would be of value. Calculation of the duration of the phases together with their variations from curve to curve would also be valuable.
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